
Holiday Edition



Spyder Pursuit Quilted Vest
Pillow tech fabric: quilted, lightweight with warmth-retaining fill.
Encore double-knit fleece with woven insulation for warmth and 
comfort. Molded center front zipper with branded zipper pull. Hand 
pockets with secure-zip closure-zip closure and branded pulls. 4-way 
stretch side panels and back panel. 

MIN QTY:  12
AS LOW AS:  $81.95

Eddie Bauer® Crosshatch Soft Shell Jacket
Made of a 100% polyester woven shell bonded to a water-resistant 
laminated film insert and a 100% polyester fleece. Offers water 
protection and breathability thanks to its 3K/3K fabric. 3000MM 
fabric water protection rating. 3000G/M2 fabric breathability rating. 

MIN QTY:  12
AS LOW AS:  $45.95



Tentree Space Dye Zip Hoodie
This classic full-zip hoodie is made from a crazy soft 
blend of organic cotton and recycled polyester.

MIN QTY:  12
AS LOW AS:  $82.95

Roots73 Long Sleeve Shirt

Made from a soft, easy care cotton flannel with an 
on-trend check pattern for a classic look. It has a self 
fabric collar and interior pocket for times when you are 
wearing this as a layering piece. 

MIN QTY:  12
AS LOW AS:  $59.95

Tremblant Knit Jacket

The cozy look of a well-worn sweater – but it's got some 
great functional design features too, like thumb exits in 
the sleeves, two lower pockets, one upper chest pocket 
and an exit port for an earbud cord. 

MIN QTY: 12
AS LOW AS:  $64.95



Happy Stripe Hoodie
This hoodie is so cozy you'll never want to take it off. Oversized hood. 
Single needle stitch work gives this sweatshirt a unique, one of a kind 
effect and vintage feel. Runs true to size for men.

MIN QTY:  24 
AS LOW AS:  $36.95

Elmer Crew Neck
Made in the USA, utilizing the exclusive Good Land sponge fleece 
fabric. Elmer is a great, understated sweatshirt with just a touch of 
design element on the sleeves. Perfect for guys or girls, this sweatshirt 
is ready for the weekend! 

MIN QTY:  144 
AS LOW AS:  $28.95



Crosswind Quarter Zip Sweatshirt

Unisex fit - 60% cotton / 40% polyester ring-spun 
yarn sweatshirt with a relaxed fit and in-seam 
pocket.
Coming soon! Available early September.

MIN QTY:  12
AS LOW AS:  $43.95

Animal Print Rain Jacket

100% polyurethane bonded to a woven backing 
and taffeta nylon in the sleeves. Wind & 
waterproof with heat sealed seams for weather 
protection. 
Coming soon! Available early September.

MIN QTY:  12
AS LOW AS:   $74.95

Lithium Quilted Hooded Parka

100% polyester dobby shell made from certified 
and guaranteed recycled PET bottles. 
Coming soon! Available early September.

MIN QTY:  12
AS LOW AS:  $102.95



Bucket Hat 
Made of high quality poly twill material, this trendy and unique 
silhouette has a fully reversible design which makes this the perfect 
accessory piece. Full sublimation printed.

MIN QTY:  24 
AS LOW AS:  $29.95

The North Face Circular Rib Beanie
Circular knit construction, this timeless beanie is a cold-weather 
must-have on the trail or in the streets. An adjustable cuff height 
leaves your styling options open. A fleece liner helps keep warmth in, 
where you need it most. 100% acrylic circular rib knit construction 
with darts for shaping on top of crown. Adjustable cuff height, 
fleece lined and woven The North Face fold over label at cuff.

MIN QTY:  12 
AS LOW AS:  $18.95



Two-Way Tracker & Cardholder
WalletTrack is a wallet and tracker in one!  Carry your essential cards 
and bills. Using the  app, easily find your misplaced WalletTrack and 
make sure you never leave it behind. Holds up to 5 cards. Built-in RFID 
protective shielding which deflects external information theft attempts. 

MIN QTY:  50
AS LOW AS:  $12.95

Auto Object Tracking Phone Holder
Place your phone into the adjustable mobile phone stabilizers to 
capture the perfect photo or video. Through the free app your camera 
will focus on an object and follow the movement.  Rotates up to 360 
degrees and adjusts  from 4.1” up to 6.5”.  Batteries included

MIN QTY:  25
AS LOW AS:  $24.95



Mini Portable Bluetooth Speaker

Delivers surprisingly rich audio and punchy bass for its compact size. 
Enjoy audio with the uncompromising clear sound from this mini 
Bluetooth® speaker. It gives you more than 6 hours playtime thanks to 
the built-in 600 mAh rechargeable lithium battery. Non-slip scratch 
resistant base. Water-resistant. 
Coming soon! Available early September. 

MIN QTY:  25
AS LOW AS:  $34.95

JBL GO 2 Bluetooth Portable Speaker
A full-featured waterproof Bluetooth speaker to take with you 
everywhere. Wirelessly stream music via Bluetooth for up to 5 hours of 
continuous JBL quality sound. Making a splash with its new IPX7 
waterproof design, GO 2 gives music lovers the opportunity to bring 
their speaker poolside, or to the beach.

MIN QTY:  24 
AS LOW AS:  $44.95



Looking Glass Wireless Charging Pad
The tempered glass on the surface offers a vivid, 
customized look. It supports 5W wireless charging for 
most newer devices. Works with most plastic phone cases 
on. Includes a 39-inch USB-A to Type-C charging cable. 
Packaged in a premium gift box.

MIN QTY:  30
AS LOW AS:  $21.95

iHome Zenergy Bluetooth Light & 
Sound Therapy Speaker
Candle effect, sound therapy, and breathing guide. Enjoy 
15 soothing sound therapy tracks and 5 specially 
designed LED light therapy modes to calm your mind. 
Stream music wirelessly through Bluetooth. 

MIN QTY:  6
AS LOW AS:  $63.95

mophie® 3-in-1 Wireless Charging 
Stand
Designed with dedicated charging spots for 
smartphones, Apple Watches, and Airpods/Airpod Pros. 
It delivers up to 7.5W of power to iPhones or other 
enabled devices. The built-in Apple Watch charger holds 
the watch magnetically in place while charging . Available 
late October. 

MIN QTY:  3
AS LOW AS:  $164.95



Skullcandy Indy Evo True 
Wireless Bluetooth Earbud

These earbuds let you go wireless without conforming to the great 
white norm. These are the true alternative to precious, overpriced 
earbuds that you’re afraid to use, or lose, or both. 

MIN QTY:  6
AS LOW AS:  $89.95

MiniTunes Wireless Speaker
Listen to tunes while taking photos with friends with the MiniTunes 
Wireless speaker, which features a wireless camera button remote for 
easy selfies and group shots. Designed to produce rich sound you can 
carry in the palm of your hand.

MIN QTY:  50
AS LOW AS:  $13.95 



Pantone Matched Sticky Wallets
This Pantone matched sticky wallet sticks to the back of any cell phone. 
Up to three Pantone matched colors for the imprint and a Pantone 
matched silicone base included.  Add full-color printing, custom insert 
cards, or custom packaging to complete your sticky wallets!

MIN QTY:  250 
AS LOW AS:  $0.95

Aura Clip-on Ring Light & Camera Cover
Great for selfies, video chats and virtual calls. A ring light can help 
reduce shadows, cast a flattering light on the subject and illuminate the 
eyes. Cool, warm and mixed light settings. A built-in camera cover slides 
down for added security and privacy.

MIN QTY:  25
AS LOW AS:  $23.95

5-in-1 Charging Cable with Magnetic Wrap
USB-A tip and Type-C Input adapter on one side, the other side 
includes a 2-in-1 dual compatible tip for both Apple® iOS and Android 
devices and Type-C Output adapter. The cords can be magnetically 
wrapped. Cable length 39". Packed in premium gift box.

MIN QTY:  50
AS LOW AS:  $12.95
 



Glass Dry-Erase Desktop Computer Pad
The board is designed to sit perfectly between a keyboard and monitor 
and is angled for comfortable reading and writing. Non-absorbent glass 
lets you write, erase and rewrite on a clean surface every time. The board 
will not stain or ghost. Declutter your desk by storing markers and 
other accessories in the pullout drawer or place markers on the accessory 
channel for quick access. Board measures 18" x 6" and includes 1 
dry-erase marker.

MIN QTY:  12
AS LOW AS:  $34.95

Bamboo Fast Wireless Charging Dock Station
Features a fast wireless charging surface (5W/7.5W/10W), smart watch 
charger stand, true wireless earbuds charging slot, phone/tablet stand, 
and two organizational compartments all in one piece. Three outputs: 
5V/2.4A max. Includes a UL listed AC adapter (59" long). Packaged in 
a FSC certified premium gift box. 

MIN QTY:  8
AS LOW AS:  $59.95



Classic Layflat Notebook
5.25" x 8.25" softcover notebook. 144 pages. Thick 70lb 
100gsm premium, recycled paper. Durable, smyth sewn 
library-quality binding. 100lb laminated soft-touch 
cover. Design in full color, inside and out.  Lined, Blank, 
or Dot grid inside pages. Rounded corners. Larger sizes 
also available- 7”x9” & 8.5”x11” 

MIN QTY:  50
AS LOW AS:  $8.95

Lumi Plug-In Air Purifier
One of the best compact devices to have in a home or 
office  space that needs a bump up in air quality. It 
sanitizes the air by removing airborne microbes that 
harbor unwanted material and mold with its advanced 
UV light technology. Plug into any wall outlet in an 
upright position that supports a 7.3” tall device. 

MIN QTY:  25
AS LOW AS:  $49.95

Wireless Charging Mouse Pad
Streamline your desk and make charging your device 
while you work effortless with the integrated wireless 
charging mouse pad. Anti-slip base. LED indicator light 
illuminates when a device has been detected and is being 
charged.  USB-C cable included. 

MIN QTY:  12
AS LOW AS:  $36.95



Modern Sprout® Grow Kit
 This petite terracotta kit has a glazed interior and is outfitted with a 

passive hydroponic system known as "wicking," which brings water and 
nutrients up to the plant's roots. Comes equipped with everything 

you'll need to start growing, just add water and set in a sunny window.

MIN QTY:  30 
AS LOW AS:  $14.95  

Blue Light Glasses with Bamboo Case

Filters out blue light to improve dry eyes, blurry vision and eye strain.  
Glasses available in Black, Clear, Gray or Royal Blue. Paired with a 

round bamboo case. 

MIN QTY:  50 
AS LOW AS:  $11.95

Moleskine® Coloring Kit 

Kit contains a Sketchbook with 165 g/m² paper and a set of Naturally 
Smart Watercolor Pencils with 12 different shades. With its elegant box, 
this makes a wonderful gift to fill someone’s world with color. 
Coming soon! Available in October.

MIN QTY:  12 
AS LOW AS:  $41.95



Slate Cheese Board Set
This FDA compliant kit comes complete with a slate cheese slicing 
board with a removable bamboo wood tray, cheese fork, spade, and two 
flat knives and comes in a recyclable cardboard gift box. From small 
charcuterie to wine and cheese parties this board delivers. 

MIN QTY:  36 
AS LOW AS:  $19.95

Bamboo Charcuterie Board with Bowls
Square bamboo serving tray with three ceramic bowls, small bamboo 
serving spoons and 4 pieces of Stainless Steel cheese tools. Elegant juice 
groove detail and non slip feet.

MIN QTY:  25 
AS LOW AS:  $48.95



Bamboo Coffee Scoop 
with Bag Clip
Scoop up the right amount for your morning java 
mess-free and with ease. Keep your coffee grounds 
fresh with the built in bag clip that fits directly on 
the coffee bag. Crafted from Moso bamboo, this 
scoop is durable and eco-friendly.

MIN QTY:  24
AS LOW AS:  $5.95

Steel Digital Food Scale
Food grade stainless steel weighing surface, high 
precision sensors for accurate performance, and a 
user-friendly control panel. Weighs items up to 
5kg/11lbs and is easy to use for novices and 
aspiring home chefs alike.

MIN QTY:  50
AS LOW AS:  $13.95

Hello There Gift Set
Welcome a new hire, appreciate a boss, or award an 
outstanding employee, this kit has the perfect 
variation of snacks and office friendly accessories. 
Available in three different levels. Topped off with 
the included customized box and a personalized 
card, the recipient can't help but feel special.

MIN QTY:  10 
AS LOW AS:  $37.95



Field & Co. 
Woodland Duffel

Made from sturdy cotton canvas 
and features custom wood grain 
lining. Spacious zippered main 
compartment, zippered front 
accessory pocket. Removable, 
adjustable shoulder strap. Durable 
waxed cotton canvas bottom. 

MIN QTY:  24
AS LOW AS:  $31.95

Trunk Organizer 
with Cooler

Extra large, 3 compartment, 
collapsible trunk organizer has a 
removable 28-can zippered 
foil-lined cooler, mesh side 
pockets, and carry handles.

MIN QTY:  25
AS LOW AS:  $26.95

2-in-1 Convertible 
Tote Bag

Bring modular functionality on 
your next errand run with this 
2-in-1 convertible tote. Toggle 
cinch closure for added security.
Adjustable, webbing straps for 
added comfort when used as a 
cinchpack. 14" shoulder straps 
when used as a tote. 

MIN QTY:  25
AS LOW AS:  $16.95

Over the Cart 
Grocery Tote

Features durable plastic side bars 
and an elastic top that stretches to 
fit over most grocery carts. Easily 
wipeable 210d Nylon material, 
open slash front pocket and 
durable carry handles. Features a 
Velcro top flap to fold up for easy 
storage when not in use.

MIN QTY:  75
AS LOW AS:  $6.95



Renew Flip Top Backpack
600D RPET material with 210D pin-stripe polyester liner. Bag exterior 
is made from 16 recycled bottles. Padded laptop compartment for up to 
15.5” laptops. External water bottle pockets. Padded back panel and 
shoulder straps. Adjustable shoulder straps.

MIN QTY:  18
AS LOW AS:  $42.95

Spyder Spire Convertible Backpack Hip Pack
Durable water-resistant 210T ripstop fabric. Zip-off hip pack features a 
waterproof front zipper with main pocket. Velcro closure back pocket, 
inside zipper pocket. Adjustable strap to wear around the waist or cross 
body. Side mesh storage pocket, two inside padded pockets.

MIN QTY:  12
AS LOW AS:  $69.95



You Rock! - Smash Gift Card
It's NOT your normal gift card experience! Award employees, clients or 
partners with our 'You Rock' concrete brick. They can use the hammer 

and safety glasses to smash their way to a $25 gift card, redeemable for 
their choice of gift cards. Over 200+ brands are available..

MIN QTY:  25 
AS LOW AS:  $64.95 

Tumbling Tower Stacking Game
A classic and exciting tabletop game. Take turns testing your steadiness 

of hand and challenge gravity by pulling out block by block until the 
tower comes crashing down!

MIN QTY:  36 
AS LOW AS:  $14.95  

 

2.5” Custom Car Coasters
Made from high quality re-purposed abrasive and natural materials. They 
are highly absorbent keeping your vehicle cup holders clean by soaking 
up spills and condensation from beverages. 

MIN QTY: 60 
AS LOW AS: $1.79  



100% Recycled Blanket
The eco Fleece Blanket with Cotton Canvas Pouch 
combines the comfort and feel of polyester microplush 
with social awareness and responsibility. Our blanket is 
made from 180gsm, 100% recycled PET material and 
measures 50"x 60" unfolded. 

MIN QTY:  12 
AS LOW AS:  $23.95 

Oversized Wearable WFH Cozy 
Fleece Sherpa Blanket
This oversized wearable blanket is here to serve and solve 
your home office / remote working comfort and 
productivity needs. Use this blanket to relax on the 
couch in comfort or utilize the sewn in snaps to secure 
the blanket to yourself while you work from a desk.

MIN QTY:  24
AS LOW AS:  $30.95

Slowtide Camp Blanket
Soft, plush and cozy on one side and completely durable 
and water-repellent on the other. Slowtide® products 
are made from 100% recycled post-consumer waste, 
primarily plastic bottles, transforming it into premium 
polyester fibers. Leather Slowtide® label.

MIN QTY:  12
AS LOW AS:  $49.95



Solo Stove Bonfire

The Solo Stove Bonfire is your own personal fire pit that is smokeless 
and easily transportable to wherever adventure takes you! Join 
thousands of others who are creating lasting memories. 

MIN QTY:  10
AS LOW AS:  $254.95

Cuisinart® Petite Gourmet Portable Gas Grill
Its small format can be put almost anywhere for ultimate convenience. 
And although the grill is compact, its ample cooking grate is large 
enough to cook most family meals.  Heats up very quickly and uses far 
less gas than a full-sized grill. Best of all, with its portability features this 
grill can cook your meals wherever you go - the beach, the game, the 
campsite - anywhere! Folding legs, grill lid latch, generous carry handle, 
and the spill resistant drip tray all enhance portability.

MIN QTY:  6
AS LOW AS:  $144.95



HidrateSpark Steel 17oz Straw Lid

This innovative bottle has an LED smart sensor 
puck that glows to remind you when it’s time to 
drink and tracks your water intake by syncing via 
Bluetooth to the free HidrateSpark App. 

MIN QTY:  6
AS LOW AS:  $74.95

CanKeeper 3-IN-1
The CanKeeper 3-in-1 is designed to keep canned 
beverages cold for hours and prevents 
condensation with its vacuum-insulated 
construction. 

MIN QTY:  12
AS LOW AS:  $39.95

Orb Glass Tumbler
Spherical glass Orb tumbler. Stemless design with a 
sturdy silicone grip and Tritan  plastic sip-through 
lid. Choose from four grip and lid colors.

MIN QTY:  48
AS LOW AS:  $7.95



BrüMate Rocks Tumbler 12oz
The classic, old fashioned lowball rocks glass has become the world’s 
most perfect tumbler design, specifically created to keep your favorite 
mixed drinks ice-cold.

MIN QTY:  24
AS LOW AS:  $28.95

Toadfish Non-Tipping Cooler
The greatest can cooler of all time just got personal. It has a suction cup 
that allows it stay upright while being hit or rocked. Simply place the 
can cooler on any smooth surface and it will keep your drink securely in 
place.  

MIN QTY:  24
AS LOW AS:  $27.95



20oz Stainless 
Tervis w/ Lid

Tervis is the original double wall 
insulated tumbler that everyone 
asks for by name. Splash-proof, 
shatter-proof & easy-close lid all 
will make this tumbler a staple of 
your collection. 

MIN QTY:  25
AS LOW AS:  $20.95

H2go Cerro
Water Bottle 

20.9 oz double wall 18/8 stainless 
steel thermal bottle with copper 
vacuum insulation, threaded 
insulated lid and a carrying handle 
with a matching silicone accent.

MIN QTY:  48 
AS LOW AS:  $14.95

12 oz. Stainless
Steel Mug

12 oz double wall 18/8 stainless 
steel thermal mug with copper 
vacuum insulation, clear push-on 
lid with matching swivel closure, 
synthetic cork base, and matte 
powder coated finish · gift box 
included.

MIN QTY:  48
AS LOW AS:  $14.95

Arctic Zone Titan 
Thermal HP Slim 

Cooler 12oz
Enjoy a beverage by drinking 
through the push-on lid with slide 
closure, or place a slim can inside 
the tumbler. Your choice! 

MIN QTY:  24
AS LOW AS:  $19.95



Stojo Pocket 12. oz Cup
This trendy little cup is reusable, collapsible and allows you to enjoy hot 
or cold beverages anywhere, anytime. 

MIN QTY:  20
AS LOW AS:  $14.95

Opal 12 oz. Stoneware
12 oz stoneware: glossy outer color and matching silicone sleeve make 
this cup the perfect, unique gift. 

MIN QTY:  48
AS LOW AS:  $7.95



Downey 14-Piece Whiskey Set
 This elegant set comes with 2 beautiful crystal glasses and 2 heavy-duty 
black coasters. Use some of the 8 ice stones to cool your drink and enjoy 
its full flavor without dilution. This 14-piece set is enclosed in a classic 
hinged black wooden gift box.

MIN QTY:  12
AS LOW AS:  $52.95

Clayton & Crume Rocks Glass Set
Pairing the classic design with the full-grain leather, complete with 
robust stitching and solid brass rivets. Includes two glasses with leather 
wraps. 

MIN QTY:  12
AS LOW AS:  $85.95

Swig Golf  Partee Gift Set
This unique set features a 20oz tumbler and a 12oz skinny can cooler 
with a golf-ball texture - perfect for a day on the green. 

MIN QTY:  25
AS LOW AS:  $76.95
 



Let’s Get Saucy - 
Italian Gourmet Kit
Rao's Marinara Sauce 15.5 Oz Jar, 
2 Garofalo Penne Mezzani Rigate 
16 Oz Bag, Granforno Grissini 
Plain Breadsticks 4.4 Oz Box

MIN QTY:  12
AS LOW AS:  $56.95

Rise and Shine 
Gift Set

Gift set includes 2 chocolate 
cookies (stock Happy Holidays or 
Thank you), metallic lip balm, 
domed mint tin, coffee packet, 
ceramic mug. Custom ribbon.

MIN QTY:  36
AS LOW AS:  $22.95

Classic Wooden 
Barrel Cup

Our classic wooden barrel cup is 
made of hand-turned Jujube wood 
and is FDA approved for hot or 
cold drinks. We fill it with your 
choice of gourmet treat. Your logo 
or promotional message is printed 
on the front of the cup.

MIN QTY:  18
AS LOW AS:  $37.95

Acacia Tray with 
Gourmet Treats

Satisfy two cravings with one 
lasting gift! Our acacia wood tray 
is printed with Sweet and Salty, 
and accompanied by your choice 
of pairing. Your logo or message is 
pad printed in black on the 
bottom of the tray.

MIN QTY:  12
AS LOW AS:  $44.95



Sofia’s Cookie
Sofia’s products are all-natural and made fresh. They have been baking 
and roasting for over 30 years using only wholesome ingredients with 
no preservatives or artificial flavors. The cookies are available in four 
different flavors: Chocolate Chip, Oatmeal Raisin, Key Lime Pie, and 
Vanilla Pecan; the roasted snacks come in three flavors: Energy Fruit & 
Nut, Roasted Trail Mix, and Butter Toffee Peanuts.
 
MIN QTY:  32
AS LOW AS:  $7.95 - $15.95  (depending on size & quantity)

Choose your treat, packaging and size for any event or occasion! 



Hot Chocolate Bomb
Get in on the hottest item of the Holiday Season! Our BRAND NEW 
Hot Chocolate Bomb is not only delicious but an amazing food 
experience! Filled with delicious marshmallows, simply place the 
chocolate bomb into your mug, pour 10 oz of hot milk over it and 
watch the bomb unravel before your eyes! 

MIN QTY:  50
AS LOW AS:  $5.95 

Caddy Cocktail Kit
Get your DRINK ON! Everything you need for the perfect happy 
hour! Just add some spirits and you're ready to go! We've paired our 
best-selling items to create this amazing kit. 

MIN QTY:  25
AS LOW AS:  $18.95 

Baking Gourmet Kit
Includes La Perruche brown sugar cubes (8.8 oz.) box. Ghirardelli milk 
chocolate baking chips (11.5 oz.) bag. Bob’s red mill gluten free 1-to-1 
baking flour (22 oz) pouch. Bob’s red mill baking soda (16 oz.) pouch. 
Chocolate chip cookie recipe. 

MIN QTY:  16
AS LOW AS:  $49.95
 



Custom Packaging
Prototype services.  Paperboard and e-flute options 
available. Decorations can include UV inks and 
coatings (up to 8-color print techniques), 
enhanced finishing techniques, multi-level and 
sculptured embossing, foil effects, die-cutting, and 
lamination. Color consistency guaranteed to 
match your brand (G7 Color Master Certified). 

Wooden Crates & Boxes

A variety of custom and stock crates and boxes 
handmade in the USA!  Some items include: 
acrylic slide top, wooden slide top, solid boxes, 
slatted crates and wine crates.  Each can be 
decorated with different imprints such as full 
color, laser and screenprint.

 Full Color Poly Mailers
Poly Mailers are an affordable option for mailing 
lightweight, non-breakable products such as 
apparel. Featuring full-color, digital designs with 
2-sided large imprint areas, giving packages a 
professional, finished look. Made from durable, 
tear-resistant plastic with a peel and stick adhesive 
strip. Low minimum orders. Fast turnaround time. 
3 sizes available. 

Promotional 
Packaging

Paperboard Packaging

E-Flute Packaging



Custom Gift Wrap

These customized sheets are perfect for executive gifts, corporate 
events, door prizes, raffle items, souvenirs, giveaways, or any situation 
that you need to put a bow on. Available in rolls or sheets. Includes 
full color imprint on 1 side.

Custom Tissue Paper

This is Digital 4 Color Process that is a 3" x 3" imprint area with 
square step & repeat pattern. Ideal for packaging material for sample 
boxes. They are biodegradable, made from renewable resources and 
made with 20% recycled fibers. Made and printed in the USA.



Stain Imaging
A monochromatic image based, wash-like / dye-like all over printing 
alternative to traditional allover decorating methods.  Stain Imaging is a 
wholly unique resource for transforming basic cotton tees into fully 
customized substrates.  Finished garments are soft and can be screen 
printed right on top, receive heat press, and even DTG.  The technique 
is quite eco-friendly.
 



NFC (Near Field Communication) Technology
● What is it?  Wireless data transfer that allows a user to access information by simply tapping an NFC enabled device over our 

product. Pictures, Video, audio files, Geo location and many more options become instantly available through a link enabled 
on the NFC product.

● What’s required?  Unlike QR Codes, you do not have to download an app to use NFC1. All you have to do is make sure 
that the NFC feature is turned on in your mobile phone.  NFC functionality is not available on older models.  

● Imprints with NFC: The NFC tags can currently be embedded in an indented dome as well as under any patched branding 
solutions.  Minimum dome or patch size required to be able to embed an NFC tag: 1.5”x1.5”

Brandpatch: Custom Shape 
with Laser Touch or Full Color

Debossed Brandpatch: Stock 
Shapes with Tonal or Full Color

Debossed Brandpatch: Stock 
Shapes with Tonal or Full Color

Brandshield: Stock Shapes 
with Full Color or Tonal



Glossy Tone-on-Tone Wrap
The h2go rincon bottle is a 18 oz single wall borosilicate glass 
bottle with a threaded bamboo lid and translucent soft touch 
finish for cold beverages.  Standard imprint is 1 color, 1 location 
but you can upgrade to have a full wrap with a glossy tone on 
tone imprint which creates a see-through effect.  Additionally, 
you can add an imprint to the lid!



Embossed Apparel 
● What is included? 

A fully custom cut and sew garment, embossing, your private label, and screen printing all over any garment. 

● What is Embossing? 
Embossing is a custom decoration method designed to give a product 3D depth. Embossing stamps an image, 
text or logo, that is raised above the products surface. It creates an impactful aesthetic, adds a tactile 
dimension, holds finer detail than debossing and great for promotional apparel!



Signature Long 
Sleeve: Unisex

What's even better than our 
Signature Tee? Our Signature 
Long sleeve, which is just like our 
crewneck with longer sleeves. The 
best lightweight layer around, in 
our opinion. Available in any color 
you can imagine.

Signature Crew: 
Men’s and Women’s

Not only are they the most 
absurdly soft shirts you'll ever 

wear, but they're also made with 
recycled beechwood, so they're 
sustainable too. It's the crew of 

your dreams: soft, never 
see-through.

Marine Layer Custom Colors
Marine Layer makes high quality, built to last, super soft apparel.  80% of their custom clothes are made in the USA. 81% of their custom clothes are made with 

sustainable materials.  They can produce 7 different styles in any Pantone color of your choosing.  Plus, they’ll make it happen faster than anybody else.  

Minimum order is 100 units per color and can be combined with different styles in the same fabric. 

Sherpa Crew 
Pullover: Men’s and 

Women’s
Made with a custom, durable 
Tri-Blend loop terry fabric that we 
developed to take dye especially 
well (so it'll match - and stay - 
whatever color you choose.)

Signature V-Neck: 
Men’s and Women’s
A thin collar, the perfect amount 
of V, and the most amount of soft. 
Available in any color you can 
imagine.



Make Holiday Gifting Easier with Redemption Portals

Simple Logistics
● Low Cost Setup
● Quick Build & 

Launch
● Secure Portal
● Fully Customizable

Targeted Benefits
● Relationship Nurturing
● Sales Targeting
● Morale Boosting
● Brand Awareness Building
● Team Building
● Residential Data Capture

=
Robust Uses
● Client or Team Gifting
● Employee Onboarding
● Virtual Meeting Gifting
● Sales Incentive Kits
● Call To Action Gifting
● Holiday Gifting
● Conference Follow-Up

+


